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CONTINUUM MODEL

ARNOLD REUSKEN AND BENJAMIN STAMM

Abstract. We study the Schwarz overlapping domain decomposition method applied to the
Poisson problem on a special family of domains, which by construction consist of a union of a large
number of fixed-size subdomains. These domains are motivated by applications in computational
chemistry where the subdomains consist of van der Waals balls. As is usual in the theory of domain
decomposition methods, the rate of convergence of the Schwarz method is related to a stable subspace
decomposition. We derive such a stable decomposition for this family of domains and analyze how the
stability “constant” depends on relevant geometric properties of the domain. For this, we introduce
new descriptors that are used to formalize the geometry for the family of domains. We show how,
for an increasing number of subdomains, the rate of convergence of the Schwarz method depends
on specific local geometry descriptors and on one global geometry descriptor. The analysis also
naturally provides lower bounds in terms of the descriptors for the smallest eigenvalue of the Laplace
eigenvalue problem for this family of domains.

1. Introduction. In this article, we analyze scaling properties of the Schwarz
overlapping domain decomposition method for the Poisson problem: find u ∈ H1

0 (ΩM )
such that

−∆u = f, in H−1(ΩM ) :=
(
H1

0 (ΩM )
)′
.

Here ΩM is a bounded Lipschitz domain and H1
0 (ΩM ) denotes the usual Sobolev

space of functions with weak derivatives in L2(ΩM ) with vanishing Dirichlet-trace.
We investigate the behavior of the Schwarz iterative method when ΩM consists of a
increasing number M = 2, 3, . . . of fixed-size overlapping subdomains {Ωi}Mi=1. We are
particularly interested in the case that the subdomains Ωi are overlapping balls with
comparable radii.

The motivation for studying this problem comes from numerical simulations in
computational chemistry. Recently, a domain decomposition method has been pro-
pose [1, 16, 18, 19, 22] in the context of so-called implicit solvation models, more
precisely for the COnductor-like Screening MOdel (COSMO) [14] which is a partic-
ular type of continuum solvation model (CSM). In a nutshell, such models account
for the mutual polarization between a solvent, described by an infinite continuum,
and a charge distribution of a given solute molecule of interest. It therefore takes
the long-range polarization response of the environment (solvent) into account. We
refer to the review articles [17, 24] for a thorough introduction to continuum solvation
models.

While for most of the applications of domain decomposition methods, the compu-
tational domain remains fixed (such as in engineering-like applications) and finer and
finer meshes are considered, applications in the present context deal with different
molecules consisting of a (very) large number of atoms. Each atom is associated with
a corresponding van der Waals (vdW)-ball with a given and element-specific radius
so that the total computational domain consists of the union of those vdW-balls. For
a set of different molecules the computational domain is therefore changing and the
Schwarz domain decomposition exhibits different convergence properties. For exam-
ple, for an (artificial) linear chain of atoms of increasing length the Schwarz domain
decomposition is scalable and does not require a so-called coarse space correction.

A general convergence analysis of the Schwarz domain decomposition iterative
method for the family of domains ΩM , M = 2, 3, . . ., can not easily be deduced from
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classical analyses of domain decomposition methods available in the literature, e.g.
[8, 25, 26]. This is due to the fact that these classical analyses assume a fixed domain
that is decomposed in an increasing number of (overlapping) subdomains of decreasing
size, whereas in the setting outlined above the subdomains all have a given comparable
size and the global domain changes when the number of subdomains is increased. It
turns out that for a convergence analysis in the latter case it is not obvious how
results and tools available in classical analyses can be applied. Therefore, in recent
papers [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] this topic has been addressed and new results on the convergence
of the Schwarz domain decomposition iterative method on a family of domains ΩM ,
M = 2, 3, . . ., were obtained. More precisely, the first theoretical results were obtained
for a chain to rectangles in two dimensions [2, 3], which were later generalized to chain-
like structures of disks and balls in two respectively three dimensions [4, 5]. These
results, however, cover only (very) special cases as each of the subdomains has a
nonempty intersection with the boundary of the computational domain ΩM , i.e. no
balls are allowed that are contained inside ΩM . A first step towards a more general
analysis can be found in [6], which analyzes how the error propagates and contracts
in the maximum norm in a general geometry. It is shown that for a molecule with
N -layers, it takes N + 1 iterations until the first contraction in the maximum norm
is obtained. This is essential to understand the contraction mechanism, in particular
for the first iterations, but unfortunately does not provide much insight on the rate
of (asymptotic) convergence.

In this paper we present a general analysis which covers many cases that occur in
applications and that goes beyond the previously mentioned contributions. Although
the presentation is somewhat technical, due to the fact that we have to formalize
the geometry of the family of domains ΩM , M = 2, 3, . . ., the convergence analysis
is based on a few fundamental ingredients known from the field of subspace correc-
tion methods and Sobolev spaces, which are combined with new descriptors of the
geometries considered. We outline the main components of the analysis. We use
the well-established framework of subspace correction methods [26]. In [27], for the
successive (also called “multiplicative”) variant of the Schwarz domain decomposition
method a convergence analysis in a general Hilbert space setting is derived. The con-
traction number of the error propagation operator (in the natural energy norm) can
be expressed in only one stability parameter (s0 in Lemma 2.1 below). This parameter
quantifies the stability of the space decomposition. We bound this stability parameter
by introducing a new variant of the pointwise Hardy inequality. This variant allows
estimates that take certain important global geometry properties into account. Using
this we derive, for example, a uniform bound in M , if we have a chain like family
of domains, and a bound that grows (in a specified way) as a function of M , if we
have a family of “globular ” domains. It is well-known from the literature on domain
decomposition methods that in the latter case one should use an additional “global
coarse level space”. We propose such a space for our setting and analyze the rate of
convergence of the Schwarz method that includes this additional coarse space.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the Schwarz domain decomposi-
tion that we analyze in this paper is explained and an important result on the rate
of convergence of this method, known from the literature, is given. This result essen-
tially states that the contraction number (in the energy norm) of the Schwarz method
is characterized by only one quantity, which controls the stability of the space decom-
position. In Section 3 we introduce new descriptors of the specific class of domains
(union of overlapping balls) that is relevant for our applications. Furthermore, for this
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class of domains a natural partition of union is defined and analyzed. This partition
of unity is used in Section 4 to derive bounds for the stability quantity. A further key
ingredient in our analysis of the Schwarz method is a variant of the pointwise Hardy
inequality, that is also presented in Section 4. A main result of the paper is given
Theorem 4.8. As is well-known from the theory of Schwarz domain decomposition
methods, in certain situations the efficiency of such a method can be significantly
improved by using a global (coarse level) space. For our particular application this
issue is studied in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we present results of numerical ex-
periments, which illustrate certain properties of the Schwarz domain decomposition
method and relate these to the results of the convergence analysis.

2. Problem formulation and Schwarz domain decomposition method.
We first describe the class of domains ΩM that we consider. Let mi ∈ R3, i =
1, . . . ,M , be the centers of balls and Ri the corresponding radii. We define

Ωi := B(mi;Ri) = {x ∈ R3 | ‖x−mi‖ < Ri },
ΩM := ∪Mi=1Ωi.

We consider the Poisson equation: determine u ∈ H1
0 (ΩM ) such that

a(u, v) :=

∫
ΩM
∇u · ∇v dx = f(v) for all v ∈ H1

0 (ΩM ), (2.1)

with a given source term f ∈ H−1(ΩM ). For a subdomain ω ⊂ ΩM we denote the
Sobolev seminorm of first derivatives by |v|21,ω :=

∫
ω
‖∇v(x)‖2 dx. For solving this

problem we use the Schwarz domain decomposition method, also called successive
subspace correction in the framework of Xu et al. [27]. This method is as follows:

Let u0 ∈ H1
0 (ΩM ) be given.

for ` = 1, 2, . . .

u`−1
0 := u`−1

for i = 1 : M

Let ei ∈ H1
0 (Ωi) solve

a(ei, vi) = f(vi)− a(u`−1
i−1 , vi) for all vi ∈ H1

0 (Ωi). (2.2)

u`−1
i := u`−1

i−1 + ei

endfor

u` := u`−1
M

endfor

This is a linear iterative method and its error propagation operator is denoted by E.
We then obtain

u− u` = E(u− u`−1) = . . . = E`(u− u0).

An analysis of this method is presented in an abstract Hilbert space framework in [27].
Here we consider only the case, in which the subspace problems in (2.2) are solved
exactly.

Remark 2.1. There also is an additive variant of this subspace correction method
(called “parallel supspace correction” in [27]). This method may be of interest because
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it has much better parallelization properties. This additive variant can be analyzed
with tools very similar to the successive one given above. We further discuss this in
Remark 5.2.

As norm on H1
0 (ΩM ) it is convenient to use |v|21,ΩM := a(v, v). In this norm

the bilinear form a(·, ·) has ellipticity and continuity constants both equal to 1. The
corresponding operator norm on H1

0 (ΩM ) is also denoted by | · |1,ΩM . We need the
following projection operator Pi : H1

0 (ΩM )→ H1
0 (Ωi) defined by

a(Piv, wi) = a(v, wi) for all wi ∈ H1
0 (Ωi).

We recall an important result from [27] (Corollary 4.3 in [27]).

Lemma 2.1. Assume that
∑M
i=1H

1
0 (Ωi) is closed in H1

0 (ΩM ). Define

s0 := sup
v∈H1

0 (ΩM )
|v|1,ΩM=1

inf∑M
j=1 vj=v

M∑
i=1

∣∣∣Pi M∑
j=i+1

vj

∣∣∣2
1,ΩM

, (2.3)

where vj ∈ H1
0 (Ωj) for all j. Then

|E|21,ΩM =
s0

1 + s0
(2.4)

holds.

The constant s0 quantifies the stability of the decomposition of the space H1
0 (ΩM )

into the sum of subspaces H1
0 (Ωi). Due to the result (2.4) we have that the contrac-

tion number of the Schwarz domain decomposition method (in the natural | · |1,ΩM
norm) depends only on s0. Hence, if s0 is independent of certain parameters (e.g., in
our setting M) then the contraction rate is also robust w.r.t. these parameters. In
the remainder of this paper we analyze this stability quantity s0 depending on the
geometrical setting and the closedness assumption needed in Lemma 2.1. The anal-
ysis is based on a particular decomposition v =

∑M
i=1 θiv =

∑M
i=1 vi with vi := θiv

and (θi)1≤i≤M forms a partition of unity that is introduced and analyzed in the next
section.

3. Geometric properties of the domain ΩM and partition of unity. The
number M of balls is arbitrary and in the analysis below it is important that in esti-
mates and in further results we explicitly address the dependence on the number M .
The estimates in the analysis below depend on certain geometry related quantities
that we introduce in this section.

In order to formalize the geometry dependence in our estimates, we introduce
a (infinite but countable) family of geometries {FM}M indexed by the increasing
number M ∈ N of balls, where each element FM = {B(mi, Ri) | i = 1, . . .M }
represents the set of balls defining the geometry ΩM characterized by the set of centers
and radii. We further introduce

Rmin(FM ) := min
1≤i≤M

Ri, Rmax(FM ) := max
1≤i≤M

Ri.

We first start with stating basic assumptions on the geometric structure of the
considered domains.

Assumption 3.1 (Geometry assumptions).
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(A1) For eachM , we assume that ΩM is connected. This assumption is made without
loss of generality. If ΩM has multiple components, the problem (2.1) decou-
ples into independent problems on each of these components and the analysis
presented below applies to the problem on each component.

(A2) For each M , we assume that there are no i, j, with i 6= j, such that Ωi ⊂ Ωj ,
i.e., balls are not completely contained in larger ones. Otherwise, the inner balls
can be removed from the geometric description without further consequences.

(A3) We assume the radii of the balls to be uniformly bounded in the family {FM}M :
there exists R∞max and R∞min > 0 such that

sup
M

Rmax(FM ) ≤ R∞max <∞, inf
M
Rmin(FM ) ≥ R∞min > 0.

(A4) (Exterior cone condition) We assume that for each y ∈ ∂ΩM there exists a
circular cone C(y) with positive angle β ≥ βM > 0, apex y and axis n(y) that
belongs entirely to the outside of ΩM in a neighborhood of y, i.e., B(y; ε) ∩
C(y)∩ΩM = ∅ for ε > 0 sufficiently small. We furthermore assume that βM is
uniformly bounded from below: there exists β∞ > 0 such that

inf
M
βM ≥ β∞ > 0.

Related to this we have the following result.
Lemma 3.1. For y ∈ ∂ΩM denote by it, t = 1, . . . , r, all indices such that

y ∈ ⋂rt=1 ∂Ωit , and define vt =
mit−y
‖mit−y‖

. Assumption (A4) is equivalent to the

following one:
There exists γ∞α > 0 such that for each M and for each y ∈ ∂ΩM , there exists a

unit vector n(y) such that −n(y) · vt ≥ γ∞α > 0 for all t = 1, . . . , r. This implies that
all vectors vt are situated on one side of the plane that is perpendicular to n(y) and
passing through y.

Proof. The limiting angle of a cone with apex y in the direction of n(y) is given by
the minimal angle of n(y) with the tangential plane at y to each ball Ωit , t = 1, . . . , r,
illustrated by βit(y) in Figure 3.1. Note that αit + βit = 1

2π. Hence βit is bounded
away from zero if and only if αit is bounded away from 1

2π, i.e. arccos(αit) bounded
away form zero. Finally note that arccos(αit) = −n(y) · vit , which shows that the
uniform boundedness away from zero of the interior cone angles βit and of −n(y) · vit
are equivalent conditions.

The condition of Lemma 3.1 provides a precise mathematical statement in terms
of geometrical notions. This condition for instance excludes the following scenarios,
using the notation D = dim(span(vi1 , . . . , vir )), and where Figure 3.1 (middle and
right) provides a schematic illustration of those two cases:
D = 1: Intersection of two balls Ωit in only one point, that is, y and the centers mit

are aligned on one line. In turn, only the plane P passing through y which
is perpendicular to line passing through vi1 and vi2 does not intersect ΩM

locally around y and there exists no cone of positive angle wit apex y that
(locally) belongs to the outside of ΩM .

D = 2: Intersection of three balls Ωit in one point. Here, only the line y + tw, with
w ∈ R3 being the normal vector to the plane passing through vi1 , vi2 , vi3 and
t ∈ (−ε, ε), belongs to the outside of ΩM . In turn, there exists no cone of
positive angle wit apex y that (locally) belongs to the outside of ΩM .
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Fig. 3.1. Relation between α and β (left), illustrative example for the case D = 1 (middle) and
for the case D = 2 (right) related to the violation of condition (A4).

3.1. Local geometry indicators. We introduce certain geometry descriptors,
which we call indicators, that are related to the specific geometry of the domain ΩM

and that will be used in the estimates derived below. We will distinguish between
local and global indicators, the former only being dependent on local geometrical
features whereas the latter being dependent on the global topology of the geometric
configuration.

We introduce some further definitions. We take a fixed FM ∈ {FM}M , with
corresponding domain ΩM . We decompose the index set I := {1, . . . ,M} into two
disjoint sets by introducing Iint := { i ∈ I | ∂Ωi ∩ ∂ΩM = ∅ } (“interior balls”) and
Ib := I \ Iint (“boundary balls”). The corresponding (overlapping) subdomains are
denoted by Ωint := ∪i∈IintΩi, Ωb := ∪i∈IbΩi. It may be that Iint is an empty set. We
define, for i ∈ I, Ni := { j ∈ I | Ωi ∩ Ωj 6= ∅ }, N 0

i := Ni \ {i}. For i ∈ Ib we define
Γi := ∂Ωi ∩ ∂ΩM . Further, define

δi(x) := max{0, Ri − ‖x−mi‖ }, x ∈ Ω
M
, i ∈ I,

δ(x) :=
∑
i∈I

δi(x), x ∈ Ω
M
.

Hence, on Ωi the function δi is the distance function to ∂Ωi, which is extended by 0
outside Ωi. Note that δ(x) =

∑
j∈Ni δj(x) for x ∈ Ωi and that, for any x ∈ ΩM , there

holds that δ(x) = 0 if and only if x ∈ ∂ΩM .
In the following, we list the indicators that are used in the upcoming analysis.
Indicator 3.1 (Maximal number of neighbors). Define

Nmax := max
i∈I

card(Ni). (3.1)

i.e., Nmax − 1 is the maximal number of neighboring balls that overlap any given
ball Ωi.

Indicator 3.2 (Maximal overlap indicator). Let N0 be the smallest integer such
that:

max
x∈ΩM

card{ j | x ∈ Ωj } ≤ N0. (3.2)

Hence, N0 − 1 is the maximal number of neighboring balls that overlap any given
point x ∈ Ωi of any given ball Ωi.

Indicator 3.3 (Stable overlap indicator; interior balls). Note that for i ∈ Iint

we have ∂Ωi ⊂ ∪j∈N 0
i
Ωj , hence δ(x) > 0 for all x ∈ ∂Ωi, and thus δ(x) > 0 for all
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x ∈ Ωi. Thus, it follows that there exists ci = minx∈Ωi
δ(x) > 0 such that δ(x) ≥ ci

for all x ∈ Ωi. We thus define γint := mini∈Iint
ci > 0 and there holds

δ(x) ≥ γint, for all x ∈ Ωint. (3.3)

Note that by construction, this is a local indicator.
Remark 3.1. The indicator γint is a measure for the amount of overlap between

any interior ball and its neighboring balls. The indicator is small if there exists a
point x ∈ Ωi, with i ∈ Iint, that is simultaneously close to ∂Ωi and to the boundary
∂Ωj of all spheres Ωj with x ∈ Ωj .

A proof of the following lemma, giving rise to a further indicator, is given in
Appendix 8.1.

Lemma 3.2 (Stable overlap for boundary balls). Under Assumption (A4), there
exists γb > 0, such that

δ(x) ≥ γb dist(x, ∂ΩM ) for all x ∈ Ωb. (3.4)

Indicator 3.4 (Stable overlap for boundary balls). The constant γb > 0 defined
in Lemma 3.2 is considered as a geometry indicator.

The indicator γb employed in (3.4) clearly is a local one. An explicit formula
γb = γb(Rmin, Rmax, β

∞) is given in Eqn. (8.4).
The four indicators introduced above are all natural ones, which are directly

related to the number of neighboring balls and the size of the overlap between neigh-
boring balls.

We need one further local indicator, which needs some introduction. In the anal-
ysis of the Schwarz method we use a (natural) partition of unity, cf. Section 3.3. The
gradient of some of these partition of unity functions is unbounded at ∂ΩM , where
their growth behaves like x → (dist(x, ∂ΩM ))−1. To be able to handle this singular
behavior, we need an integral Hardy estimate of the form(∫

Ωb

(
u(x)

dist(x, ∂ΩM )

)2

dx

) 1
2

≤ c |u|1,ΩM for all u ∈ H1
0 (ΩM ),

cf. Corollary 4.2. One established technique to derive such an estimate is as in
e.g. [11, 13], where pointwise Hardy estimates are used to derive integral Hardy
estimates. The analysis in this approach is based on a certain “fatness assumption”
for the complement of the domain ΩM,c := R3 \ ΩM . Here we follow this approach
and below we will introduce a local indicator that quantifies this exterior fatness of
the domain, which is very similar to the fatness indicator used in [11, 13] (cf., for
example, Proposition 1 in [11]). Before we define the fatness indicator, note that
due to the definition of ΩM as a union of balls and assumption (A4), we have the
following property

∀ y ∈ ∂ΩM : ∃r0 > 0, c > 0 : |B(y; r) ∩ ΩM,c| ≥ c |B(y; r)| ∀ r ∈ (0, r0]. (3.5)

Indicator 3.5 (Local exterior fatness indicator). For i ∈ Ib and x ∈ Ωi we define
a closest point projection on Γi by p(x), i.e., p(x) ∈ Γi and ‖p(x)− x‖ = dist(x,Γi).
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Fig. 3.2. Inserting cones of maximal angle at the boundary points (left). Illustration of some
inserted cones in the definition of the global fatness property (right).

From (3.5) it follows that there exists ĉi > 0 (depending on the constants c = c(y) in
(3.5) and possibly also on Ri) such that

|B
(
p(x); ‖p(x)− x‖

)
∩ ΩM,c| ≥ ĉi|B

(
p(x), ‖p(x)− x‖

)
|, for all x ∈ Ωi, (3.6)

with ΩM,c := R3 \ ΩM . We define

γf := min
i∈Ib

ĉi > 0. (3.7)

Remark 3.2. We call this a local exterior fatness indicator because ĉi depends
only on a small neighbourhood of Ωi, consisting of points that have distance at most
Ri to Ωi. The quantity ĉi essentially (only) depends on two geometric parameters
related to exterior cones with apex at y ∈ (∂Ωi∩∂ΩM ), namely the maximum possible
aperture (angle of the cone) and the maximal cone height such that the cone is
completely contained in ΩM,c. For points lying only on one sphere ∂Ωi, the cone
can be chosen to be as wide as a flat plane. For points lying on an intersection arc
∂Ωi ∩ ∂Ωj , the largest angle of the cone is determined only by the center and radii of
the two balls Ωi,Ωj . Finally any point lying on an intersecting point of three or more
boundary spheres can be assigned a cone whose maximal angle depends on the radii
and centers of the associated balls. Figure 3.2 (left) provides a schematic illustration.
The maximal cone height at y ∈ (∂Ωi ∩ ∂ΩM ) is related to the width of ΩM,c at y
in the direction of the axes of the cone, see also Figure 3.2 (right) for a schematic
2D-illustration. If these apertures and heights are bounded away from zero (uniformly
in y ∈ (∂Ωi ∩ ∂ΩM )), the quantity ĉi is bounded away from zero. In our applications
we consider domains ΩM such that the apertures and heights satisfy this property.

The set of local geometry indicators is denoted by

GML := {Nmax, N0, γ
−1
int , γ

−1
b , γ−1

f }. (3.8)

We emphasize that GML depends only on local geometry properties of the domain (as
explained above) and does not depend on the global topology of ΩM (e.g., not relevant
whether ΩM is a linear chain of balls or has a globular form for example). We thus
assume the following assumption.

Assumption 3.2 (Asymptotic geometry assumption).

(A5) We assume that the local geometry indicators GML are uniformly bounded in
the family {FM}M .
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Fig. 3.3. Illustration of the signed distance function to the SAS and its level sets that define
the SAS (red) and the SES (blue). The original domain ΩM is illustrated in white. The distance
between the two isolines is the so-called “probe radius”.

3.2. Global geometry indicator. In the analysis below we need a Poincaré-
Friedrichs inequality ‖u‖L2(ΩM ) ≤ c |u|1,ΩM for u ∈ H1

0 (ΩM ), cf. Lemma 4.7. As is
well-known, the constant c in this inequality depends on global geometry properties of
the domain ΩM and is directly related to the smallest Laplace eigenvalue in H1

0 (ΩM ).
To control this constant we use an approach, presented in Section 4.1 below, based on
pointwise Hardy estimates. For this approach to work one needs a measure for “global
exterior fatness”. This measure resembles the one used in Indicator 3.5, but there are
two important differences. Firstly, we now consider x ∈ ΩM instead of only x ∈ Ωb.
Secondly, for x ∈ ΩM , instead of the corresponding closest point projection p(x) (used
in Indicator 3.5) we now take a possibly different exterior point b(x) ∈ ΩM,c = R3\ΩM
such that with d(x) := ‖x − b(x) | the exterior volume

∣∣B(b(x); d(x)
)
∩ ΩM,c

∣∣ is

comparable to the volume
∣∣B(b(x); d(x)

)∣∣. The latter property is a key ingredient
in the derivation of satisfactory pointwise Hardy estimates. Simple examples show
that taking b(x) = p(x) is not satisfactory. Below, we present a construction of
“reasonable” points b(x) that is adapted to the special class of domains that we
consider.

In the field of applications that we consider, the notions of the Solvent Accessible
surface (SAS) and the Solvent Excluded Surface (SES) are often used and are natural
to use in our context. The SES was introduced by Lee and Richardson [15, 21].
The SES is also called the smooth molecular surface or the Connolly surface, due to
Connolly’s fundamental work [7]. Explanations and a more mathematical description
can also be found in [20]. Here we report only a few key notions and properties that
are relevant for our analysis.

For a given general (probe) radius rp > 0 the SAS is defined as

Ωi,sas(rp) := B(mi;Ri + rp) = {x ∈ R3 | ‖x−mi‖ < Ri + rp }
ΩMsas(rp) := ∪Mi=1Ωi,sas(rp),

and SAS = SAS(rp) := ∂ΩMsas(rp). Let fsas be the signed distance function to SAS
(positive in ΩMsas), hence, SAS = f−1

sas (0). We define

SES(rp) := f−1
sas (rp) ⊂ ΩM,c.

We refer to Figure 3.3 for a graphical illustration of the definition of the SES and the
SAS. Further, we denote the maximal distance to the so-called Van der Waals surface
∂ΩM by

dvdw := max
x∈ΩM

dist(x, ∂ΩM ).
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A property of the SAS-SES construction is that the balls with center on SAS(rp)
and radius rp (these are tangent to SES(rp)) are completely contained in ΩM,c. We
will use these balls in the construction of balls B

(
b(x); d(x)

)
, x ∈ ΩM , b(x) ∈ ΩM,c,

d(x) := ‖x − b(x)‖ that have “sufficient exterior volume”. To determine a suitable
rp we use rp = λdvdw, with λ > 0 a parameter that will be specified below. We now
explain this construction. A closest point projection on SESλ := SES(λdvdw) and the
corresponding distance are denoted by

bλ(x) ∈ arg min
y∈SESλ

‖x− y‖, dλ(x) := ‖bλ(x)− x‖, x ∈ ΩM .

The maximum distance to SESλ is denoted by dSES(λ) := maxx∈ΩM dλ(x). Note that
the following properties hold

lim
λ→0+

dλ(x) = dist(x, ∂ΩM ),

lim
λ→0+

dSES(λ) = dvdw,

lim
λ→∞

dλ(x) = dist(x, ∂conv(ΩM )),

lim
λ→∞

dSES(λ) = max
x∈ΩM

dist(x, ∂conv(ΩM )).
(3.9)

Define for all x ∈ ΩM , B0(x) := B(b̂(x); r̂(x)), with r̂(x) := min(λdvdw,
1
2dλ(x)) and

b̂(x) := bλ(x) + r̂(x) bλ(x)−x
‖bλ(x)−x‖ .

First, note that by the construction of the SESλ, there holds B(p̂(x);λdvdw) ⊂
ΩM,c, with p̂(x) := bλ(x) + λdvdw

bλ(x)−x
‖bλ(x)−x‖ , i.e. this corresponds to the original

definition of the SES of “rolling a probe sphere of radius rp = λdvdw over the van der
Waals-cavity”. The point p̂(x) denotes the center of probe and lies on the SAS. See
Figure 3.4 for an illustration and [20] for further explanations. Since r̂(x) ≤ λdvdw,
there holds that for all z ∈ B0(x)

‖z − p̂(x)‖ ≤ ‖z − b̂(x)‖+ ‖b̂(x)− p̂(x)‖ < r̂(x) + (λdvdw − r̂(x)) = λdvdw,

and thus

B0(x) ⊂ B (p̂(x);λdvdw) ⊂ ΩM,c.

Second, for any z ∈ B0(x), there holds

‖z − bλ(x)‖ ≤ ‖z − b̂(x)‖+ ‖b̂(x)− bλ(x)‖ < 2r̂(x) ≤ dλ(x),

and thus

B0(x) ⊂ B(bλ(x); dλ(x)) =: B(x).

Hence, for x ∈ ΩM we have

|B(x)|
|B0(x)| =

dλ(x)3

r̂(x)3
≤ 8 max

{(
dλ(x)

2λdvdw

)3

, 1

}
≤ 8 max

{(
dSES(λ)

2λdvdw

)3

, 1

}
.

We define

γλ =
1

8
min

{(
2λdvdw

dSES(λ)

)3

, 1

}
, (3.10)

and thus the exterior fatness estimate |B0(x)| ≥ γλ|B(x)| for all x ∈ ΩM holds. In the
Hardy estimates used below (cf. (4.3)) we are interested in (posssibly small) bounds of
the quotient dSES(λ)/γλ. This motivates the introduction of the following indicator:
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Indicator 3.6 (Global exterior fatness indicator). Define

γF := γλmin , with λmin := arg min
λ>0

dSES(λ)

γλ
, (3.11)

and the corresponding global fatness indicator

dF :=
dSES(λmin)

γF
. (3.12)

It follows that for any x ∈ ΩM , there exists a corresponding point b(x) ∈ ΩM,c

such that ∣∣B(b(x); ‖b(x)− x‖) ∩ ΩM,c
∣∣ ≥ γF ∣∣B(b(x); ‖b(x)− x‖)

∣∣. (3.13)

Remark 3.3. The function λ → q(λ) := dSES(λ)
γλ

in (3.11) is not necessarily
continuous. Discontinuities can appear, for example, for λ values at which holes in
ΩMsas(λdvdw) “disappear”. This function is, however, continuous on (0,∞)\{t1, . . . , tk},
where the ti are points in (0,∞) at which discontinuities appear, and q has on each
interval (ti, ti+1) a continuous extension to [ti, ti+1]. From these properties it follows
that a minimizer of q exists (but may be nonunique).

In the literature, e.g. [13], a property as in (3.13) is called a uniform (exterior)
fatness property of the corresponding domain, and this notion is related to that of
variational 2-capacity, hence the name that we have chosen. We continue with a short
discussion of this global indicator.

1) It is clear from its definition that dF is a global indicator and that it has the
following upper and lower bounds

dF ≥ 8dvdw = 8 max
x∈ΩM

dist(x, ∂ΩM ),

dF ≤ lim
λ→∞

dSES(λ)

γλ
= 8 max

x∈ΩM
dist

(
x, ∂conv(ΩM )

)
.

The quantity dF can be seen as a measure for the globularity of the domain
ΩM that involves the maximal distance to a SES (dSES(λmin)) and the maximal
distance to the boundary ∂ΩM (dvdw).

2) In the particular case where ΩM consists of a linear chain of overlapping uniform
spheres of length M , we have dvdw = r, dSES(λ) = r, and thus dF = 8r, i.e., dF is
independent of M . On the other hand, when considering a geometry of uniform
spheres whose centers lie on the unit grid [1, L]3 with radius = r >

√
3 (in order

that no inner holes appear), we obtain dvdw = 1
2 (L + r), dSES(λ) = 1

2 (L + r),

hence, dF = 4(L+r). In this case dF is proportional to L = M1/3 as L increases.

3) Another consequence of the construction above is that the entire cavity ΩM can be
covered by balls B(y; ry) with centers y on the SESλmin

= SES(λmindvdw) ⊂ ΩM,c,
radii ry ≤ dSES(λmin) and each of these balls contains a smaller ball of radius
min{λmindvdw,

1
2ry} that lies entirely in ΩM,c.

3.3. Partition of unity. In this section we introduce a (natural) partition of
unity, based on the local distance functions δi, i ∈ I, and derive smoothness properties
for the elements in this partion of unity. In the bounds for derivatives that are proven
below only local geometry indicators from GML are involved.
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<latexit sha1_base64="XBj87hX+p+fIpTIB6gMayj/FsTE=">AAAB63icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAp1Eyax0S6LblxWsA9oQ5lMJ+3QySTMTMQS+gtuXCji1h9y5984aSuo6IELh3Pu5d57goQzpRH6sJaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t5+S8WpJLRJYh7LToAV5UzQpmaa004iKY4CTtvB+Cr323dUKhaLWz1JqB/hoWAhI1jn0mXl/rRfKiMbnXtVpwaR7SGn5niGuJ6DkAsdG81QBgs0+qX33iAmaUSFJhwr1XVQov0MS80Ip9NiL1U0wWSMh7RrqMARVX42u3UKT4wygGEsTQkNZ+r3iQxHSk2iwHRGWI/Uby8X//K6qQ5rfsZEkmoqyHxRmHKoY5g/DgdMUqL5xBBMJDO3QjLCEhNt4imaEL4+hf+Tlms7Z7Z7Uy3XjxdxFMAhOAIV4IALUAfXoAGagIAReABP4NmKrEfrxXqdty5Zi5kD8APW2yd8R43J</latexit>

B0(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="lA187OVErfM3YsbEYYC/WyyynTE=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSrUzZCZDm3dFd24rGAf0A4lk2ba2MyDJCOWof/gxoUibv0fd/6NmbaCih64cDjnXu69x4s5kwqhDyO3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcP2jJKBKEtEvFIdD0sKWchbSmmOO3GguLA47TjTS4zv3NHhWRReKOmMXUDPAqZzwhWWmpfDFD5/mxQLCHzvF61nSpEJkI1y7YyYtecigMtrWQogSWag+J7fxiRJKChIhxL2bNQrNwUC8UIp7NCP5E0xmSCR7SnaYgDKt10fu0MnmplCP1I6AoVnKvfJ1IcSDkNPN0ZYDWWv71M/MvrJcqvuykL40TRkCwW+QmHKoLZ63DIBCWKTzXBRDB9KyRjLDBROqCCDuHrU/g/adumVTHta6fUOFnGkQdH4BiUgQVqoAGuQBO0AAG34AE8gWcjMh6NF+N10ZozljOH4AeMt0+y6454</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="kil1EFAek19KCpqvdd/QfYBVWDQ=">AAAB6HicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2Qxa0khmL1J3QpqVCfoA+ZN54n07O+2BmXiTiL2jTooi2/aR2/ZvmqUFFHbhwOOde7r3Hi6XQhpAPJ7Oyura+kd3MbW3v7O7l9w9aOkoUhyaPZKQ6HtMgRQhNI4yETqyABZ6Etje+Sv32HSgtovDGTGJwAzYMhS84M1Zq3PfzBVIkhFBKcUpo+ZJYUq1WSrSCaWpZFNAS9X7+vTeIeBJAaLhkWncpiY07ZcoILmGW6yUaYsbHbAhdS0MWgHan80Nn+NQqA+xHylZo8Fz9PjFlgdaTwLOdATMj/dtLxb+8bmL8ijsVYZwYCPlikZ9IbCKcfo0HQgE3cmIJ40rYWzEfMcW4sdnkbAhfn+L/SatUpOfFUuOiUDtZxpFFR+gYnSGKyqiGrlEdNRFHgB7QE3p2bp1H58V5XbRmnOXMIfoB5+0TK4aNGA==</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="kil1EFAek19KCpqvdd/QfYBVWDQ=">AAAB6HicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2Qxa0khmL1J3QpqVCfoA+ZN54n07O+2BmXiTiL2jTooi2/aR2/ZvmqUFFHbhwOOde7r3Hi6XQhpAPJ7Oyura+kd3MbW3v7O7l9w9aOkoUhyaPZKQ6HtMgRQhNI4yETqyABZ6Etje+Sv32HSgtovDGTGJwAzYMhS84M1Zq3PfzBVIkhFBKcUpo+ZJYUq1WSrSCaWpZFNAS9X7+vTeIeBJAaLhkWncpiY07ZcoILmGW6yUaYsbHbAhdS0MWgHan80Nn+NQqA+xHylZo8Fz9PjFlgdaTwLOdATMj/dtLxb+8bmL8ijsVYZwYCPlikZ9IbCKcfo0HQgE3cmIJ40rYWzEfMcW4sdnkbAhfn+L/SatUpOfFUuOiUDtZxpFFR+gYnSGKyqiGrlEdNRFHgB7QE3p2bp1H58V5XbRmnOXMIfoB5+0TK4aNGA==</latexit>

B0(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="lA187OVErfM3YsbEYYC/WyyynTE=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSrUzZCZDm3dFd24rGAf0A4lk2ba2MyDJCOWof/gxoUibv0fd/6NmbaCih64cDjnXu69x4s5kwqhDyO3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcP2jJKBKEtEvFIdD0sKWchbSmmOO3GguLA47TjTS4zv3NHhWRReKOmMXUDPAqZzwhWWmpfDFD5/mxQLCHzvF61nSpEJkI1y7YyYtecigMtrWQogSWag+J7fxiRJKChIhxL2bNQrNwUC8UIp7NCP5E0xmSCR7SnaYgDKt10fu0MnmplCP1I6AoVnKvfJ1IcSDkNPN0ZYDWWv71M/MvrJcqvuykL40TRkCwW+QmHKoLZ63DIBCWKTzXBRDB9KyRjLDBROqCCDuHrU/g/adumVTHta6fUOFnGkQdH4BiUgQVqoAGuQBO0AAG34AE8gWcjMh6NF+N10ZozljOH4AeMt0+y6454</latexit>

B(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="XBj87hX+p+fIpTIB6gMayj/FsTE=">AAAB63icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAp1Eyax0S6LblxWsA9oQ5lMJ+3QySTMTMQS+gtuXCji1h9y5984aSuo6IELh3Pu5d57goQzpRH6sJaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t5+S8WpJLRJYh7LToAV5UzQpmaa004iKY4CTtvB+Cr323dUKhaLWz1JqB/hoWAhI1jn0mXl/rRfKiMbnXtVpwaR7SGn5niGuJ6DkAsdG81QBgs0+qX33iAmaUSFJhwr1XVQov0MS80Ip9NiL1U0wWSMh7RrqMARVX42u3UKT4wygGEsTQkNZ+r3iQxHSk2iwHRGWI/Uby8X//K6qQ5rfsZEkmoqyHxRmHKoY5g/DgdMUqL5xBBMJDO3QjLCEhNt4imaEL4+hf+Tlms7Z7Z7Uy3XjxdxFMAhOAIV4IALUAfXoAGagIAReABP4NmKrEfrxXqdty5Zi5kD8APW2yd8R43J</latexit>

�dvdw
<latexit sha1_base64="1SRMOfHmymjEUeuhZXWOY80soCw=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBqvgqiRpaOuu4MZlBfuAJoTJZNIOnTyYmVRKKPgrblwo4tbvcOffOGkrqOiBgcM553LvHD9lVEjD+NBWVtfWNzZLW+Xtnd29ff3gsCuSjGPSwQlLeN9HgjAak46kkpF+ygmKfEZ6/viq8HsTwgVN4ls5TYkboWFMQ4qRVJKnH+cOU+kAzQIvd3gEJ8HdrOzpFaN62axbdh0aVcNomJZZEKth12xoKqVABSzR9vR3J0hwFpFYYoaEGJhGKt0ccUkxI7OykwmSIjxGQzJQNEYREW4+P38Gz5USwDDh6sUSztXvEzmKhJhGvkpGSI7Eb68Q//IGmQybbk7jNJMkxotFYcagTGDRBQwoJ1iyqSIIc6puhXiEOMJSNVaU8PVT+D/pWlWzVrVu7ErrbFlHCZyAU3ABTNAALXAN2qADMMjBA3gCz9q99qi9aK+L6Iq2nDkCP6C9fQKUK5XL</latexit>

p̂(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="ZeOsaLBcPsDwiPhJTH1zsSOdR5I=">AAAB8XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g1Wom5Cksa27ghuXFewD21Am00k7dDIJMxOxhP6FGxeKuPVv3Pk3TtoKKnrgwuGce7n3Hj9mVCrL+jByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oC2jRGDSwhGLRNdHkjDKSUtRxUg3FgSFPiMdf3KZ+Z07IiSN+I2axsQL0YjTgGKktHTbHyMF4/L9WWFQLFnmRb3quFVomZZVsx07I07NrbjQ1kqGEliiOSi+94cRTkLCFWZIyp5txcpLkVAUMzIr9BNJYoQnaER6mnIUEuml84tn8FQrQxhEQhdXcK5+n0hRKOU09HVniNRY/vYy8S+vl6ig7qWUx4kiHC8WBQmDKoLZ+3BIBcGKTTVBWFB9K8RjJBBWOqQshK9P4f+k7Zh2xTy/dkuNk2UceXAEjkEZ2KAGGuAKNEELYMDBA3gCz4Y0Ho0X43XRmjOWM4fgB4y3T2wIkAU=</latexit>

b̂(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="FoD3XZMlWJuZUTwQeYT/YevsDBA=">AAAB8XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g1Wom5Cksa27ghuXFewD21Am00k7dDIJMxOxhP6FGxeKuPVv3Pk3TtoKKnrgwuGce7n3Hj9mVCrL+jByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oC2jRGDSwhGLRNdHkjDKSUtRxUg3FgSFPiMdf3KZ+Z07IiSN+I2axsQL0YjTgGKktHTbHyMF/fL9WWFQLFnmRb3quFVomZZVsx07I07NrbjQ1kqGEliiOSi+94cRTkLCFWZIyp5txcpLkVAUMzIr9BNJYoQnaER6mnIUEuml84tn8FQrQxhEQhdXcK5+n0hRKOU09HVniNRY/vYy8S+vl6ig7qWUx4kiHC8WBQmDKoLZ+3BIBcGKTTVBWFB9K8RjJBBWOqQshK9P4f+k7Zh2xTy/dkuNk2UceXAEjkEZ2KAGGuAKNEELYMDBA3gCz4Y0Ho0X43XRmjOWM4fgB4y3T1aYj/c=</latexit>

b̂(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="FoD3XZMlWJuZUTwQeYT/YevsDBA=">AAAB8XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g1Wom5Cksa27ghuXFewD21Am00k7dDIJMxOxhP6FGxeKuPVv3Pk3TtoKKnrgwuGce7n3Hj9mVCrL+jByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oC2jRGDSwhGLRNdHkjDKSUtRxUg3FgSFPiMdf3KZ+Z07IiSN+I2axsQL0YjTgGKktHTbHyMF/fL9WWFQLFnmRb3quFVomZZVsx07I07NrbjQ1kqGEliiOSi+94cRTkLCFWZIyp5txcpLkVAUMzIr9BNJYoQnaER6mnIUEuml84tn8FQrQxhEQhdXcK5+n0hRKOU09HVniNRY/vYy8S+vl6ig7qWUx4kiHC8WBQmDKoLZ+3BIBcGKTTVBWFB9K8RjJBBWOqQshK9P4f+k7Zh2xTy/dkuNk2UceXAEjkEZ2KAGGuAKNEELYMDBA3gCz4Y0Ho0X43XRmjOWM4fgB4y3T1aYj/c=</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="kil1EFAek19KCpqvdd/QfYBVWDQ=">AAAB6HicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2Qxa0khmL1J3QpqVCfoA+ZN54n07O+2BmXiTiL2jTooi2/aR2/ZvmqUFFHbhwOOde7r3Hi6XQhpAPJ7Oyura+kd3MbW3v7O7l9w9aOkoUhyaPZKQ6HtMgRQhNI4yETqyABZ6Etje+Sv32HSgtovDGTGJwAzYMhS84M1Zq3PfzBVIkhFBKcUpo+ZJYUq1WSrSCaWpZFNAS9X7+vTeIeBJAaLhkWncpiY07ZcoILmGW6yUaYsbHbAhdS0MWgHan80Nn+NQqA+xHylZo8Fz9PjFlgdaTwLOdATMj/dtLxb+8bmL8ijsVYZwYCPlikZ9IbCKcfo0HQgE3cmIJ40rYWzEfMcW4sdnkbAhfn+L/SatUpOfFUuOiUDtZxpFFR+gYnSGKyqiGrlEdNRFHgB7QE3p2bp1H58V5XbRmnOXMIfoB5+0TK4aNGA==</latexit>

�dvdw
<latexit sha1_base64="1SRMOfHmymjEUeuhZXWOY80soCw=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBqvgqiRpaOuu4MZlBfuAJoTJZNIOnTyYmVRKKPgrblwo4tbvcOffOGkrqOiBgcM553LvHD9lVEjD+NBWVtfWNzZLW+Xtnd29ff3gsCuSjGPSwQlLeN9HgjAak46kkpF+ygmKfEZ6/viq8HsTwgVN4ls5TYkboWFMQ4qRVJKnH+cOU+kAzQIvd3gEJ8HdrOzpFaN62axbdh0aVcNomJZZEKth12xoKqVABSzR9vR3J0hwFpFYYoaEGJhGKt0ccUkxI7OykwmSIjxGQzJQNEYREW4+P38Gz5USwDDh6sUSztXvEzmKhJhGvkpGSI7Eb68Q//IGmQybbk7jNJMkxotFYcagTGDRBQwoJ1iyqSIIc6puhXiEOMJSNVaU8PVT+D/pWlWzVrVu7ErrbFlHCZyAU3ABTNAALXAN2qADMMjBA3gCz9q99qi9aK+L6Iq2nDkCP6C9fQKUK5XL</latexit>

p̂(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="ZeOsaLBcPsDwiPhJTH1zsSOdR5I=">AAAB8XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g1Wom5Cksa27ghuXFewD21Am00k7dDIJMxOxhP6FGxeKuPVv3Pk3TtoKKnrgwuGce7n3Hj9mVCrL+jByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oC2jRGDSwhGLRNdHkjDKSUtRxUg3FgSFPiMdf3KZ+Z07IiSN+I2axsQL0YjTgGKktHTbHyMF4/L9WWFQLFnmRb3quFVomZZVsx07I07NrbjQ1kqGEliiOSi+94cRTkLCFWZIyp5txcpLkVAUMzIr9BNJYoQnaER6mnIUEuml84tn8FQrQxhEQhdXcK5+n0hRKOU09HVniNRY/vYy8S+vl6ig7qWUx4kiHC8WBQmDKoLZ+3BIBcGKTTVBWFB9K8RjJBBWOqQshK9P4f+k7Zh2xTy/dkuNk2UceXAEjkEZ2KAGGuAKNEELYMDBA3gCz4Y0Ho0X43XRmjOWM4fgB4y3T2wIkAU=</latexit>

�dvdw
<latexit sha1_base64="1SRMOfHmymjEUeuhZXWOY80soCw=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBqvgqiRpaOuu4MZlBfuAJoTJZNIOnTyYmVRKKPgrblwo4tbvcOffOGkrqOiBgcM553LvHD9lVEjD+NBWVtfWNzZLW+Xtnd29ff3gsCuSjGPSwQlLeN9HgjAak46kkpF+ygmKfEZ6/viq8HsTwgVN4ls5TYkboWFMQ4qRVJKnH+cOU+kAzQIvd3gEJ8HdrOzpFaN62axbdh0aVcNomJZZEKth12xoKqVABSzR9vR3J0hwFpFYYoaEGJhGKt0ccUkxI7OykwmSIjxGQzJQNEYREW4+P38Gz5USwDDh6sUSztXvEzmKhJhGvkpGSI7Eb68Q//IGmQybbk7jNJMkxotFYcagTGDRBQwoJ1iyqSIIc6puhXiEOMJSNVaU8PVT+D/pWlWzVrVu7ErrbFlHCZyAU3ABTNAALXAN2qADMMjBA3gCz9q99qi9aK+L6Iq2nDkCP6C9fQKUK5XL</latexit>

b̂(x) = p̂(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="6ft+8ggC9Dp2xn63HvUldBe4U3c=">AAAB/XicdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLV52bgarUDchiaGXhVBw47KCvUAbymQ6aYdOLsxMxBqKr+LGhSJufQ93vo2TtoKK/jDw8Z9zOGd+L2ZUSNP80HJLyyura/n1wsbm1vaOvrvXElHCMWniiEW84yFBGA1JU1LJSCfmBAUeI21vfJHV2zeECxqF13ISEzdAw5D6FCOprL5+0BshCb3S7en5jGJFhb5eNI1atWw7ZWgaplmxbCsDu+KcOdBSTqYiWKjR1997gwgnAQklZkiIrmXG0k0RlxQzMi30EkFihMdoSLoKQxQQ4aaz66fwRDkD6EdcvVDCmft9IkWBEJPAU50BkiPxu5aZf9W6ifSrbkrDOJEkxPNFfsKgjGAWBRxQTrBkEwUIc6puhXiEOMJSBZaF8PVT+D+0bMNyjNqVU6wfL+LIg0NwBErAAhVQB5egAZoAgzvwAJ7As3avPWov2uu8NactZvbBD2lvn0U1k8A=</latexit>

b�(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="1s02+3NWfIb70ia/GKSZxlNrPpM=">AAAB83icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSrUTUlKse2u4MZlBfuAzlAymbQNzWSGJCOWob/hxoUibv0Zd/6NmbaCih4IHM45l3tz/FhwbRD6cHJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoq6NEUdahkYhU3yeaCS5Zx3AjWD9WjIS+YD1/epX5vTumNI/krZnFzAvJWPIRp8RYyfWHrrDhgJTvL4bFEqoghDDGMCO4foksaTYbVdyAOLMsSmCF9rD47gYRTUImDRVE6wFGsfFSogyngs0LbqJZTOiUjNnAUklCpr10cfMcnlslgKNI2ScNXKjfJ1ISaj0LfZsMiZno314m/uUNEjNqeCmXcWKYpMtFo0RAE8GsABhwxagRM0sIVdzeCumEKEKNralgS/j6KfyfdKsVXKs0b2ql1tmqjjw4AaegDDCogxa4Bm3QARTE4AE8gWcncR6dF+d1Gc05q5lj8APO2yejmZFd</latexit>

b�(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="1s02+3NWfIb70ia/GKSZxlNrPpM=">AAAB83icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSrUTUlKse2u4MZlBfuAzlAymbQNzWSGJCOWob/hxoUibv0Zd/6NmbaCih4IHM45l3tz/FhwbRD6cHJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoq6NEUdahkYhU3yeaCS5Zx3AjWD9WjIS+YD1/epX5vTumNI/krZnFzAvJWPIRp8RYyfWHrrDhgJTvL4bFEqoghDDGMCO4foksaTYbVdyAOLMsSmCF9rD47gYRTUImDRVE6wFGsfFSogyngs0LbqJZTOiUjNnAUklCpr10cfMcnlslgKNI2ScNXKjfJ1ISaj0LfZsMiZno314m/uUNEjNqeCmXcWKYpMtFo0RAE8GsABhwxagRM0sIVdzeCumEKEKNralgS/j6KfyfdKsVXKs0b2ql1tmqjjw4AaegDDCogxa4Bm3QARTE4AE8gWcncR6dF+d1Gc05q5lj8APO2yejmZFd</latexit>

b�(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="1s02+3NWfIb70ia/GKSZxlNrPpM=">AAAB83icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSrUTUlKse2u4MZlBfuAzlAymbQNzWSGJCOWob/hxoUibv0Zd/6NmbaCih4IHM45l3tz/FhwbRD6cHJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoq6NEUdahkYhU3yeaCS5Zx3AjWD9WjIS+YD1/epX5vTumNI/krZnFzAvJWPIRp8RYyfWHrrDhgJTvL4bFEqoghDDGMCO4foksaTYbVdyAOLMsSmCF9rD47gYRTUImDRVE6wFGsfFSogyngs0LbqJZTOiUjNnAUklCpr10cfMcnlslgKNI2ScNXKjfJ1ISaj0LfZsMiZno314m/uUNEjNqeCmXcWKYpMtFo0RAE8GsABhwxagRM0sIVdzeCumEKEKNralgS/j6KfyfdKsVXKs0b2ql1tmqjjw4AaegDDCogxa4Bm3QARTE4AE8gWcncR6dF+d1Gc05q5lj8APO2yejmZFd</latexit>

B0(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="lA187OVErfM3YsbEYYC/WyyynTE=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSrUzZCZDm3dFd24rGAf0A4lk2ba2MyDJCOWof/gxoUibv0fd/6NmbaCih64cDjnXu69x4s5kwqhDyO3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcP2jJKBKEtEvFIdD0sKWchbSmmOO3GguLA47TjTS4zv3NHhWRReKOmMXUDPAqZzwhWWmpfDFD5/mxQLCHzvF61nSpEJkI1y7YyYtecigMtrWQogSWag+J7fxiRJKChIhxL2bNQrNwUC8UIp7NCP5E0xmSCR7SnaYgDKt10fu0MnmplCP1I6AoVnKvfJ1IcSDkNPN0ZYDWWv71M/MvrJcqvuykL40TRkCwW+QmHKoLZ63DIBCWKTzXBRDB9KyRjLDBROqCCDuHrU/g/adumVTHta6fUOFnGkQdH4BiUgQVqoAGuQBO0AAG34AE8gWcjMh6NF+N10ZozljOH4AeMt0+y6454</latexit>

B(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="XBj87hX+p+fIpTIB6gMayj/FsTE=">AAAB63icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAp1Eyax0S6LblxWsA9oQ5lMJ+3QySTMTMQS+gtuXCji1h9y5984aSuo6IELh3Pu5d57goQzpRH6sJaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t5+S8WpJLRJYh7LToAV5UzQpmaa004iKY4CTtvB+Cr323dUKhaLWz1JqB/hoWAhI1jn0mXl/rRfKiMbnXtVpwaR7SGn5niGuJ6DkAsdG81QBgs0+qX33iAmaUSFJhwr1XVQov0MS80Ip9NiL1U0wWSMh7RrqMARVX42u3UKT4wygGEsTQkNZ+r3iQxHSk2iwHRGWI/Uby8X//K6qQ5rfsZEkmoqyHxRmHKoY5g/DgdMUqL5xBBMJDO3QjLCEhNt4imaEL4+hf+Tlms7Z7Z7Uy3XjxdxFMAhOAIV4IALUAfXoAGagIAReABP4NmKrEfrxXqdty5Zi5kD8APW2yd8R43J</latexit>

Fig. 3.4. Illustration of the geometrical setup to define the global fatness property.

Note that since δi is the distance function to the boundary in Ωi we have

‖∇δi(x)‖ = 1, x ∈ Ωi, ‖∇δi(x)‖ = 0, x /∈ Ω̄i, (3.14)

One easily checks that δ(x) =
∑M
i=1 δi = 0 if and only if x ∈ ∂ΩM . We further define

θi(x) :=
δi(x)

δ(x)
, x ∈ ΩM .

The system (θi)1≤i≤M forms a partition of unity (PU) of ΩM subordinate to the cover
(Ωi)1≤i≤M :

0 ≤ θi ≤ 1 (1 ≤ i ≤M) on ΩM ,

M∑
i=1

θi = 1 on ΩM ,

supp θi ⊂ Ω̄i (1 ≤ i ≤M).

Remark 3.4. The functions θi are in general not smooth. In Figure 3.5 a two-
dimensional case is illustrated, in which ΩM consists of three intersecting disks (in this
case we have Iint = ∅). As a further, more precise, illustration we consider the three-
dimensional case of two overlapping balls Ω1 = B

(
(−1, 0, 0); 2

)
, Ω2 = B

(
(1, 0, 0); 2

)
,

with Ω2 := Ω1 ∪ Ω2. We thus have θi = δi
δ , i = 1, 2, δ = δ1 + δ2.

The intersection of ∂Ω2 with Ω1 ∩ Ω2 is the circle S =
{

(0, x2, x3)
∣∣ x2

2 + x2
3 = 3

}
.

The functions θi do not have a continuous extension to the intersection circle S. Take
an accumulation point x ∈ S and a sequence (xn)n∈N ⊂ Ω1 \ Ω̄2 with limn→∞ xn = x.
We then have limn→∞ θ1(xn) = 1. On the other hand, we can take a sequence
(xn)n∈N ⊂ (Ω1 ∩ Ω2) with limn→∞ xn = x and δ1(xn) ≤ δ2(xn), which implies
lim supn→∞ θ1(xn) ≤ 1

2 . Furthermore, elementary calculation yields that θi /∈ H1(Ωi).
The key steps for the derivation of this result are outlined in Appendix 8.2.

Lemma 3.3. The PU has the following properties:

‖∇θi‖∞,Ωi ≤
N0

γint
, for all i ∈ Iint, (3.15)

‖∇θi(x)‖ ≤ N0

γb dist(x, ∂ΩM )
, for all i ∈ Ib, x ∈ Ωi. (3.16)
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Fig. 3.5. Surface plot of θi for a configuration with 3 disks in two dimensions.

Proof. Note that

∇θi(x) =
∇δi(x)

δ(x)
− δi(x)

δ(x)
·
∑M
j=1∇δj(x)

δ(x)
,

=
∇δi(x)

δ(x)

(
1− δi(x)

δ(x)

)
− δi(x)

δ(x)
·
∑
j 6=i∇δj(x)

δ(x)
a.e. on ΩM .

Hence, cf. (3.14) and (3.2),

‖∇θi(x)‖ ≤ 1

δ(x)
+

∑
j 6=i ‖∇δj(x)‖

δ(x)
≤ N0

δ(x)
, a.e. on ΩM . (3.17)

For i ∈ Iint we use (3.3) and obtain the result (3.15). For i ∈ Ib we use (3.4), which
yields the result (3.16).

The results in (3.15), (3.16) show that away from the boundary (i.e., in the subdomain
Ωint) the partition of unity functions θi are in W 1,∞, and towards the boundary the
singularity of the gradient of these functions can be controlled by the distance function
to the boundary.

4. Analysis of the Schwarz domain decomposition method.

4.1. Pointwise Hardy inequality. In the analysis we need a specific pointwise
Hardy inequality, similar to the one derived in e.g. [11, 13]. We introduce some
notation. For f ∈ L1(R3), B ⊂ R3 we denote the average by fB := 1

|B|
∫
B
f(y) dy,

and the maximal function (cf. [23]) by

M(f)(x) := sup
r>0

1

|B(x; r)|

∫
B(x;r)

|f(y)| dy.

A key property is the following ([23], Theorem 1): for all f ∈ L2(R3):

‖Mf‖L2(R3) ≤ cM ‖f‖L2(R3), with cM := 10
√

10. (4.1)

In particular, if f is only supported in ΩM , then the right hand side in (4.1) reduces
to ‖f‖L2(ΩM ).

Lemma 4.1. Consider a point x ∈ ΩM and a corresponding (arbitrary) exterior
point denoted by b(x) ∈ ΩM,c. Define d(x) := ‖x− b(x)‖. Let γ(x) > 0 be such that

|B(b(x); d(x)) ∩ ΩM,c| ≥ γ(x) |B(b(x); d(x))|. (4.2)
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There exists a constant cH > 0, independent of x and any parameter, such that the
following holds for all u ∈ C∞0 (ΩM ):

|u(x)| ≤ cH
d(x)

γ(x)
M(‖∇u‖)(x). (4.3)

Proof. Take u ∈ C∞0 (ΩM ), extended by zero outside ΩM . Given x ∈ ΩM and
a (fixed) b(x) ∈ ΩM,c, denote B := B(b(x); d(x)), and uB the average of u over B.
Further, for this choice of x, take arbitrary y ∈ B ∩ ΩM,c. Using Lemma 7.16 from
[10] we obtain

|u(x)| = |u(x)− u(y)| ≤ |u(x)− uB |+ |u(y)− uB |

≤ c1

(∫
B

‖∇u(z)‖
‖x− z‖2 dz +

∫
B

‖∇u(z)‖
‖y − z‖2 dz

)
,

(4.4)

with c1 = 2
π . We recall the elementary inequality (e.g., Lemma 3.11.3 in [29]):

1

|B(x0; r)|

∫
B(x0;r)

1

‖y − z‖2 dy ≤ c2
1

‖x0 − z‖2
for all r > 0, x0, z ∈ R3.

(Inspection of the proof of Lemma 3.11.3 in [29] yields c2 ≤ 14). Using this, the
definition of γ(x) and that B ∩ ΩM,c ⊂ B ⊂ B(x; 2d(x)) we obtain:

inf
y∈B∩ΩM,c

∫
B

‖∇u(z)‖
‖y − z‖2 dz ≤

1

|B ∩ ΩM,c|

∫
B∩ΩM,c

∫
B

‖∇u(z)‖
‖y − z‖2 dz dy

≤ 1

γ(x)

∫
B

1

|B|

∫
B∩ΩM,c

1

‖y − z‖2 dy ‖∇u(z)‖ dz

≤ 8

γ(x)

∫
B

1

|B(x; 2d(x))|

∫
B(x;2d(x))

1

‖y − z‖2 dy ‖∇u(z)‖ dz

≤ 8 c2

γ(x)

∫
B

‖∇u(z)‖
‖x− z‖2 dz.

Using this in (4.4) and γ(x) ≤ 1, we get

|u(x)| ≤ c1

(
1 +

8 c2

γ(x)

)∫
B

‖∇u(z)‖
‖x− z‖2 dz ≤

c1(1 + 8c2)

γ(x)

∫
B(x;2d(x))

‖∇u(z)‖
‖x− z‖2 dz.

Finally we use the following estimate ([12], Lemma 1):∫
B(x;r)

|f(z)|
‖x− z‖2 dz ≤ c3 rM(f)(x) for all r > 0.

(Inspection of the proof in [12] yields c3 ≤ 4
ln 2 ). Combining these results we obtain

the estimate (4.3) with cH := 2 c1 (1 + 8 c2) c3.

The result of this lemma is essentially the same as in Proposition 1 in [11] and in
Theorem 3.9 in [13]. The only difference is that in the latter results a specific choice
for the point b(x) is used, namely a closest point projection of x onto the boundary.
Hence, in that case one has d(x) = ‖x − b(x)‖ = dist(x, ∂ΩM ). We will use this
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specific choice also in the proof of Corollary 4.2 below. In section 4.3, however, we
will use a different choice for b(x).

Corollary 4.2. The following holds (recall that Ωb = ∪i∈Ib
Ωi):(∫

Ωb

(
u(x)

dist(x, ∂ΩM )

)2

dx

) 1
2

≤ cMcH
γf

|u|1,ΩM for all u ∈ H1
0 (ΩM ),

with cM as in (4.1), cH as in (4.3) and γf from (3.7).
Proof. Due to density it suffices to consider u ∈ C∞0 (ΩM ). Take x ∈ Ωb and

i ∈ Ib such that x ∈ Ωi. We take for b(x) ∈ ΩM,c the closest point projection on Γi as
in Indicator 3.5, hence d(x) = ‖x − b(x)‖ = dist(x,Γi) ≤ dist(x, ∂ΩM ). For b(x) the
fatness estimate (3.6) holds. Combining this with the pointwise Hardy estimate (4.3)
and (4.1) yields(∫

Ωb

(
u(x)

dist(x, ∂ΩM )

)2

dx

) 1
2

≤
(∫

Ωb

c2H
γ2

f

M(‖∇u‖)(x)2 dx

) 1
2

≤ cH
γf
‖M(‖∇u‖)‖L2(R3) ≤ cM

cH
γf
‖∇u‖L2(R3) =

cMcH
γf
|u|1,ΩM ,

which completes the proof.

4.2. Stability of the subspace decomposition. In the definition of the sta-
bility constant s0 in (2.3) one is free to choose for v ∈ H1

0 (ΩM ) any decomposition

v =
∑M
i=1 vi with vi ∈ H1

0 (Ωi). Below we use the natural choice vi = θiv and analyze
this particular decomposition. The result in the following theorem is crucial for the
analysis of the Schwarz method.

Theorem 4.3. The following estimates hold for all v ∈ H1
0 (ΩM ):

M∑
i=1

|θiv|21,Ωi ≤ C1|v|21,ΩM + C2

∑
i∈Iint

‖v‖2L2(Ωi)
≤ C1|v|21,ΩM + C2N0‖v‖2L2(ΩM ), (4.5)

where the constants C1,C2 depend only on the local geometry indicators in GML ; in
particular C2 = 2N2

0 /γ
2
int.

Proof. The second inequality in (4.5) is an easy consequence of the definition of
the overlap indicator N0. We derive the first inequality. Take v ∈ H1

0 (ΩM ). Using
0 ≤ θi ≤ 1 and the definition of N0 we get

M∑
i=1

|θiv|21,Ωi =

M∑
i=1

∫
Ωi

‖∇(θiv)‖2 dx ≤ 2

M∑
i=1

∫
Ωi

θ2
i ‖∇v‖2 dx+ 2

M∑
i=1

∫
Ωi

‖∇θi‖2v2 dx

≤ 2N0|v|21,ΩM + 2

M∑
i=1

∫
Ωi

‖∇θi‖2v2 dx. (4.6)

For estimating the second term in (4.6) we use the partitioning {1, . . . ,M} = Iint∪Ib.
Using the result (3.15) we obtain

∑
i∈Iint

∫
Ωi

‖∇θi‖2v2 dx ≤
(
N0

γint

)2 ∑
i∈Iint

‖v‖2L2(Ωi)
. (4.7)
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We finally analyze the
∑
i∈Ib

part of the sum in (4.6). Take i ∈ Ib, x ∈ Ωi. Using
(3.16) and Corollary 4.2 we obtain

∑
i∈Ib

∫
Ωi

‖∇θi‖2v2 dx ≤
(
N0

γb

)2 ∑
i∈Ib

∫
Ωi

(
v

dist(x, ∂ΩM )

)2

dx

≤ N3
0

γ2
b

∫
Ωb

(
v

dist(x, ∂ΩM )

)2

dx ≤ N3
0 c

2
Mc

2
H

γ2
bγ

2
f

|u|21,ΩM .

Combining this with (4.6), (4.7) completes the proof, yielding

C1 = 2N0

(
1 +

N2
0 c

2
Mc

2
H

γ2
bγ

2
f

)
.

The result (4.5) implies that, although θi, i ∈ Ib, is not necessarily in H1(Ωi) (Re-
mark 3.4), for v ∈ H1

0 (ΩM ) the product θiv is an element of H1(Ωi). In this prod-
uct the singularity of ∇θi at the boundary can be controlled due to the property
v|∂ΩM = 0.

Corollary 4.4. Assume Iint = ∅. The estimate

M∑
i=1

|θiv|21,Ωi ≤ C1|v|21,ΩM , for all v ∈ H1
0 (ΩM ), (4.8)

holds, where the constant C1 depends only on the local geometry indicators in GML .
Corollary 4.5. For all v ∈ H1

0 (ΩM ) we have

θiv ∈ H1
0 (Ωi), i = 1, . . . ,M. (4.9)

Furthermore,

M∑
i=1

H1
0 (Ωi) = H1

0 (ΩM ) (4.10)

holds.
Proof. Take v ∈ H1

0 (ΩM ) and i ∈ I. From Theorem 4.3 it follows that θiv ∈
H1(Ωi). Define Γi := ∂Ωi ∩ ∂ΩM , i.e., ∂Ωi = Γi ∪ (∂Ωi \ Γi). If meas2(Γi) > 0, then
on Γi we have (due to the trace theorem) (θiv)|Γi = (θi)|Γiv|Γi = 0, due to v|∂ΩM = 0
and boundedness of θi. For x ∈ ∂Ωi \ Γi we have θi(x) = 0, hence, (θiv)|(∂Ωi\Γi) = 0.
This completes the proof of (4.9).

Take v ∈ H1
0 (ΩM ) and note that v =

(∑M
i=1 θi

)
v =

∑M
i=1(θiv), with θiv ∈

H1
0 (Ωi). This proves the result (4.10).

The result (4.10) implies that the assumption used in Lemma 2.1 is satisfied:

Corollary 4.6.
∑M
i=1H

1
0 (Ωi) is closed in H1

0 (ΩM ).

The remaining task is to bound the term
∑
i∈Iint ‖v‖2L2(Ωi)

in (4.5). In section 4.3
we derive a Poincaré estimate in which this term is bounded in terms of the desired
norm |v|1,ΩM . This immediately implies a bound for the stability constant s0.
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4.3. Poincaré estimates. In this section we use the pointwise Hardy inequality
in Lemma 4.1 in combination with the global exterior fatness property as in indica-
tor 3.6 to derive a bound for the term ‖v‖L2(ΩM ) in terms of |v|1,ΩM . Note that the
optimal constant that occurs in such an estimate is the inverse of the smallest eigen-
value of the Laplace eigenvalue problem in H1

0 (ΩM ). In the following, we will find a
geometry-dependent upper bound of this constant, or equivalently, a lower bound of
the smallest eigenvalue, that depends on geometric features of the domain ΩM . For
this we use the global fatness indicator in (3.12) which characterizes certain global
geometry properties of ΩM (which then, for example, distinguishes a linear chain from
a globular topology).

Lemma 4.7. The following estimate holds for all u ∈ H1
0 (ΩM ):

‖u‖L2(ΩM ) ≤ cHcMdF |u|1,ΩM ,

with the global fatness indicator dF as in (3.12).
Proof. Due to density it suffices to consider u ∈ C∞0 (ΩM ). For x ∈ ΩM we take

the exterior point b(x) and γF as in indicator 3.6. Using Lemma 4.1 and (4.1) we
obtain with d(x) := ‖b(x)− x‖:

‖u‖L2(ΩM ) =

(∫
ΩM

u(x)2 dx

) 1
2

≤ cH
γF

max
x∈ΩM

d(x)

(∫
ΩM
M(‖∇u‖)(x)2 dx

) 1
2

≤ cHdF ‖M(‖∇u‖)‖L2(R3) ≤ cHcMdF ‖∇u‖L2(R3) = cHcMdF |u|1,ΩM ,

which proves the result.
Remark 4.1. It follows therefore that

c−1
H c−1
Md−1

F

is a lower bound of the lowest eigenvalue of the Laplace eigenvalue problem inH1
0 (ΩM ),

where dF accounts for the geometry of the domain.
We derive a bound for the stability quantity s0, cf. (2.1):

Theorem 4.8. For the stability constant s0 the following bounds hold, with
C3,C4, constants that depend only on the local geometry indicators in GML . If Iint = ∅
holds we have

s0 ≤ C3. (4.11)

If Iint 6= ∅ we have

s0 ≤ C3 + C4d
2
F . (4.12)

Proof. For v ∈ H1
0 (ΩM ) we define v̂i := θiv ∈ H1

0 (Ωi), i.e., v =
∑M
i=1 v̂i. Note

that:

inf∑M
j=1 vj=v

M∑
i=1

∣∣∣Pi M∑
j=i+1

vj

∣∣∣2
1,ΩM

≤
M∑
i=1

∣∣∣Pi M∑
j=i+1

v̂j

∣∣∣2
1,ΩM

≤
M∑
i=1

∣∣∣ M∑
j=i+1

v̂j

∣∣∣2
1,Ωi

≤
M∑
i=1

∑
j∈Ni

|v̂j |21,Ωi ≤
M∑
i=1

∑
j∈Ni

|v̂j |21,Ωj ≤ Nmax

M∑
i=1

|v̂i|21,Ωi .
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For estimating the term
∑M
i=1 |v̂i|21,Ωi we apply Theorem 4.3. If Iint = ∅ we use

Corollary 4.4 and then, using the definition of s0, obtain the result in (4.11), with C3 :=
NmaxC1 and C1 as in Theorem 4.3. If Iint 6= ∅ we apply Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.7
and obtain the result (4.12), with C4 = 64C2N0c

2
Hc

2
M (C2 as in Theorem 4.3)

Note that the constants C3, C4 depend only on the local geometry indicators in
GML (and the generic constants cH, cM). The information on the global geometry
of ΩM enters (only) through the global fatness indicator dF . This proves that in
cases where one has a very large number of balls (M → ∞) but moderate values of
the geometry indicators in GML and of dF , the convergence of the Schwarz domain
decomposition method is expected to be fast. Furthermore, if the number M of balls
is increased, but the values of these local geometry indicators and of dF are uniformly
bounded with respect to M , the convergence of the Schwarz domain decomposition
method does not deteriorate. A worst case scenario (globular domain) is dF ∼ M

1
3

(M →∞). In that case, due to |E|1,ΩM = (1− 1
1+s0

)
1
2 , the number of iterations ` of

the Schwarz domain decomposition method that is needed to obtain a given accuracy,
scales like

` ∼ s0 ∼ d2
F ∼M

2
3 .

Combined with a conjugate gradient acceleration, this scaling can be improved to
` ∼ M

1
3 . The scenario ` ∼ M

1
3 has been observed in numerical experiments, cf. the

results presented in Figure 6.1 (Case 3).

5. An additional coarse global space. In case of a globular domain ΩM both
numerical experiments and the theory presented above show that the convergence of
the Schwarz domain decomposition method can be slow for very large M . As is well-
known from the field of domain decomposition methods (and subspace correction
methods) this deterioration can be avoided by introducing a suitable “coarse level
space”. In this section we propose such a space:

V0 := span{ θi | i ∈ Iint, } ⊂ H1
0 (ΩM )

(we assume Iint 6= ∅, otherwise we use Theorem 4.8, Eqn. (4.11)). The corresponding
projection P0 : H1

0 (Ω) → V0 is such that a(P0v, w0) = a(v, w0) for all w0 ∈ V0. In
the definition of V0 it is important to restrict to i ∈ Iint (instead of i ∈ I) because for
i ∈ Ib the partition of unity functions θi are not necessarily contained in H1

0 (ΩM ). In
the Schwarz method one then has to solve for an additional correction in V0: e0 ∈ V0

such that

a(e0, v0) = f(v0)− a(u`−1
i−1 , v0) for all v0 ∈ V0.

Using the basis (θi)i∈Iint
in V0 this results in a sparse linear system of (maximal) di-

mension ∼M×M . In practice this coarse global system will be solved approximately
by a multilevel technique, cf. Remark 5.1 below.

The analysis of the method with the additional correction in the space V0 is
again based on Lemma 2.1, which is also valid if we use the decomposition H1

0 (Ω) =

V0 +
∑M
i=1H

1
0 (Ωi) (and include i = 0 in the sum in Lemma 2.1). For the analysis

(only) we need a “suitable” linear mapping Q0 : H1
0 (ΩM ) → V0. A natural choice is

the following:

Q0v =
∑
i∈Iint

v̄iθi, v̄i :=
1

|Ωi|

∫
Ωi

v dx.
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For deriving properties of this mapping we introduce additional notation:

N ∗i := { j ∈ Iint | Ωj ∩ Ωi 6= ∅ } ⊂ Ni, i ∈ I,
I∗int := { i ∈ Iint | [ Ωj ∩ Ωi 6= ∅ ] ⇒ j ∈ Iint }, I∗b = I \ I∗int,

Ω∗i := ∪j∈N∗
i ∪{i}Ωi, i ∈ I.

The index set I∗int contains those i ∈ Iint for which the ball Ωi has only neighboring
balls that are interior balls. For i ∈ I∗int we have N ∗i = Ni. We also need two further
local geometry indicators:

N∗0 is the smallest integer such that: max
x∈ΩM

card{ j | x ∈ Ω∗j } ≤ N∗0 . (5.1)

qi := max
j∈N∗

i

|Ωi|
|Ωj |

, qmax := max
i∈I

qi. (5.2)

The indicator in (5.1) is a variant of the maximal overlap indicator N0 in (3.2) (with
Ωj replaced by Ω∗j ).

Lemma 5.1. There are constants B1,B2, depending only on the local geometry
indicators N0, N

∗
0 , γint, qmax, Rmax, Nmax such that:

‖v −Q0v‖1,Ωi ≤ |v|1,Ωi + B1‖v‖L2(Ω∗
i ) for all i ∈ I, v ∈ H1(Ω∗i ), (5.3)

‖v −Q0v‖1,Ωi ≤ B2|v|1,Ω∗
i

for all i ∈ I∗int, v ∈ H1(Ω∗i ). (5.4)

Proof. Take i ∈ I, v ∈ H1(Ω∗i ). Note (Q0v)|Ωi =
(∑

j∈N∗
i
v̄jθj

)
|Ωi

. Since

N ∗i ⊂ Iint we have ‖∇θj‖∞,Ωi ≤ N0

γint
for j ∈ N ∗i , hence, ‖θj‖21,Ωi ≤ |Ωi|

(
1 +

(
N0

γint

)2)
.

Furthermore, |v̄j | ≤ |Ωj |−
1
2 ‖v‖L2(Ωj). Using this we obtain

‖v −Q0v‖1,Ωi ≤ ‖v‖1,Ωi +
∥∥∥ ∑
j∈N∗

i

v̄jθj

∥∥∥
1,Ωi
≤ |v|1,Ωi + ‖v‖L2(Ωi) +

∑
j∈N∗

i

|v̄j |‖θj‖1,Ωi

≤ |v|1,Ωi + ‖v‖L2(Ωi) +

(
1 +

N0

γint

)
max
j∈N∗

i

( |Ωi|
|Ωj |

) 1
2 ∑
j∈N∗

i

‖v‖L2(Ωj)

≤ |v|1,Ωi + B1‖v‖L2(Ω∗
i ),

with B1 = 1 +
(

1 + N0

γint

)
q

1
2
maxN∗0 , which proves the result (5.3).

Now take i ∈ I∗int, hence (
∑
j∈N∗

i
θj)|Ωi = 1. This implies that for an arbitrary

constant ĉ we have

(Q0ĉ)|Ωi =
( ∑
j∈N∗

i

ĉ θj

)
|Ωi

= ĉ.

Using the estimate from above yields, for arbitrary v ∈ H1(Ω∗i )

‖v −Q0v‖1,Ωi = ‖v − ĉ−Q0(v − ĉ)‖1,Ωi ≤ |v|1,Ωi + B1‖v − ĉ‖L2(Ω∗
i )

for an arbitrary constant ĉ. Take ĉ := 1
|Ω∗
i |
∫

Ω∗
i
v dx, hence

∫
Ω∗
i
v − ĉ dx = 0. We now

apply a Friedrichs inequality to the term ‖v − ĉ‖L2(Ω∗
i ). The domain Ω∗i has a simple

structure, namely the union of a few (at most Nmax) balls. Hence the constant in
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the Friedrichs inequality can be quantified. Theorem 3.2 in [28] yields an estimate
in which the constant cF depends only on the number Nmax and the diameters Rj ,
j ∈ N ∗i . This yields

‖v − ĉ‖L2(Ω∗
i ) ≤ cF (Nmax, Rmax)|v|1,Ω∗

i
.

Hence, (5.4) holds, with B2 = 1 + B1cF (Nmax, Rmax).

In the derivation of the main result in Theorem 5.3 below we have to control ‖v‖L2(Ω∗
b ),

on a “boundary strip” Ω∗b := ∪i∈I∗b Ω∗i , in terms of |v|1,ΩM . For this we use arguments,
based on the Hardy inequality, very similar to the ones used in the previous sections.
Denote the union of all balls that have a nonzero overlap with Ωi by Ωei := ∪j∈NiΩj .
Note that for i ∈ I∗b the ball Ωi has an overlapping neighboring ball Ωj ⊂ Ωb, and thus
∂Ωe

i ∩ ∂ΩM =: Γe
i 6= ∅. We need a variant of the local exterior fatness indicator 3.5.

For i ∈ I∗b and x ∈ Ω∗i let p(x) be the closest point projection on Γe
i . Let ĉ∗i > 0 be

such that

|B
(
p(x); ‖p(x)− x‖

)
∩ ΩM,c| ≥ ĉ∗i |B

(
p(x), ‖p(x)− x‖

)
|, for all x ∈ Ω∗i , (5.5)

cf. (3.6), and define

γ∗f := min
i∈I∗b

ĉ∗i > 0. (5.6)

The quantity γ∗f is a local indicator because ĉ∗i depends only on a small neighbourhood
of Ωei .

Lemma 5.2. There exists a constant B3, depending only on the local geometry
parameters γ∗f and Rmax, such that

‖v‖L2(Ω∗
b ) ≤ B3|v|1,ΩM for all v ∈ H1

0 (ΩM ). (5.7)

Proof. For x ∈ Ω∗b we have d(x) = ‖x − p(x)‖ ≤ 4Rmax. Using (5.5) and the
Hardy inequaltiy in Lemma 4.1 we obtain, for v ∈ C∞0 (ΩM ):

|v(x)| ≤ ĉM(‖∇v‖)(x), ĉ := cH
4Rmax

γ∗f
.

Combining this with (4.1) yields

‖v‖L2(Ω∗
b ) ≤ ĉ cM|v|1,ΩM .

Application of a density argument completes the proof
Using the two lemmas above we derive the following main result for the stability

quantity s0.
Theorem 5.3. For the stability constant s0 the bound

s0 ≤ C0

holds, with a constant C0 that depends only on the local geometry indicators in GML
and on N∗0 , qmax, γ

∗
f .

Proof. For v ∈ H1
0 (ΩM ) we define v̂0 = Q0v, v̂i := θi(v − Q0v) ∈ H1

0 (Ωi), i.e.,

v =
∑M
i=0 v̂i, and

∑M
i=1 v̂i = v − v̂0. Using Theorem 4.3 we obtain, along the same
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lines as in the proof of Theorem 4.8,

s0 = inf∑M
j=0 vj=v

M∑
i=0

∣∣∣Pi M∑
j=i+1

vj

∣∣∣2
1,ΩM

≤
M∑
i=0

∣∣∣Pi M∑
j=i+1

v̂j

∣∣∣2
1,ΩM

≤ |P0(v − v̂0)|21,ΩM +

M∑
i=1

∣∣∣ M∑
j=i+1

v̂j

∣∣∣2
1,Ωi
≤ |v − v̂0|21,ΩM +

M∑
i=1

∑
j∈Ni

|v̂j |21,Ωi

≤ |v − v̂0|21,ΩM +Nmax

M∑
i=1

|v̂i|21,Ωi

≤ (1 +NmaxC1)|v −Q0v|21,ΩM +NmaxC2

∑
i∈Iint

‖v −Q0v‖2L2(Ωi)
.

Using

|v −Q0v|21,ΩM ≤
∑
i∈I∗int

|v −Q0v|21,Ωi +
∑
i∈I∗b

|v −Q0v|21,Ωi ,

and ∑
i∈Iint

‖v −Q0v‖2L2(Ωi)
≤

∑
i∈Iint∗

‖v −Q0v‖2L2(Ωi)
+
∑
i∈I∗b

‖v −Q0v‖2L2(Ωi)
,

we obtain, with c̃ := max{1 +NmaxC1, NmaxC2}:

s0 ≤ c̃
( ∑
i∈I∗int

‖v −Q0v‖21,Ωi +
∑
i∈I∗b

‖v −Q0v‖21,Ωi
)
. (5.8)

For the term
∑
i∈I∗int

we use the result (5.4):∑
i∈I∗int

‖v −Q0v‖21,Ωi ≤ B2
2

∑
i∈I∗int

|v|21,Ω∗
i
≤ B2

2N
∗
0 |v|21,ΩM .

For the term
∑
i∈I∗b

we use the result (5.3):∑
i∈I∗b

‖v −Q0v‖21,Ωi ≤ 2
∑
i∈I∗b

|v|21,Ωi + 2B2
1

∑
i∈I∗b

‖v‖2L2(Ω∗
i )

≤ 2N0|v|21,ΩM + 2B2
1N
∗
0 ‖v‖2L2(Ω∗

b ).

Finally, the term ‖v‖L2(Ω∗
b ) can be estimated as in Lemma 5.2. Combining these

results completes the proof.

Remark 5.1. The Schwarz domain decomposition method analyzed in this pa-
per is not feasible in practice, because it iterates “on the continuous level”. In every
iteration of the method one has to solve exactly a Poisson equation (with homoge-
neous Dirichlet data) on each of the balls Ωi, i = 1, . . . ,M . If the coarse global space
V0 is used, this requires the exact solution of a sparse linear system with a matrix of
dimension approximately M ×M . Note that the local problems are PDEs, whereas
the global one is a sparse linear system. In practice, the exact solves on the balls are
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replaced by inexact ones, which can be realized very efficiently using harmonic polyno-
mials in terms of spherical coordinates using spherical harmonics. These inexact local
solves define a discretization of the original global PDE. If the coarse global space is
used, the resulting linear system can be solved using a multilevel technique, which
then requires computational work for the coarse space correction that is linear in M .
Numerical experiments (so far only for the case without coarse global space) indicate
that the method with inexact local solves has convergence properties very similar to
the one with exact solves that is analyzed in this paper as the local discretization can
be systematically improved. An analysis of the method with inexact local and global
solves is a topic for future research. We expect that such an analysis can be done
using tools and results from the literature on subspace correction methods, because in
that framework the effect of inexact solves on the rate of convergence of the resulting
solver has been thoroughly studied, cf. e.g. [26].

Remark 5.2. In a setting with very large scale problems solved on parallel
architectures, the additive Schwarz domain decomposition method, also called “par-
allel subspace correction method” [26], is (much) more efficient than the Schwarz
domain decomposition method considered in this paper (“successive subspace correc-
tion method”). We indicate how the results obtained in this paper can be applied to
the setting of an additive Schwarz method. We first consider the case without a coarse
global space. In the addititve method one obtains a preconditioned system with a sym-
metric positive definite operator T :=

∑M
j=1 Pj , cf. [27]. The quality of the additive

Schwarz preconditioner is measured using the condition number cond(T ) = λmax(T )
λmin(T ) .

A (sharp) bound for the largest eigenvalue λmax(T ) is easy to derive. From

(Tv, v)1,ΩM =

M∑
j=1

(Pjv, v)1,ΩM =

M∑
j=1

(Pjv, Pjv)1,ΩM =

M∑
j=1

|Pjv|21,Ωj

≤
M∑
j=1

|v|21,Ωj ≤ N0|v|21,ΩM , for all v ∈ H1
0 (ΩM ),

it follows that λmax(T ) ≤ N0 holds. From the more general result (2.17) in [27] the
following identity for the minimal eigenvalue immediately follows:

(
λmin(T )

)−1
= sup
v∈H1

0 (ΩM )
|v|1,ΩM=1

inf∑M
j=1 vj=v

M∑
i=1

|vi|21,Ωi .

Note that this expression is very similar to that of the stability quantity s0 in (2.3).

We use the same decompostion v =
∑M
i=1(θiv) as in the derivation of upper bounds

for s0. The proof of Theorem 4.8 shows that the upper bounds derived for s0 are upper
bounds for Nmax

∑M
i=1(θiv). Hence, as a direct consequence an upper bound for s0

yields a corresponding upper bound for (λmin(T ))−1. For example, if Iint = ∅ the esti-
mate (4.11) yields (λmin(T ))−1 ≤ N−1

maxC3 = C1, with C1 as in Theorem 4.3. Similarly
one obtains a bound for (λmin(T ))−1 based on the estimate (4.12). These arguments
can easily be generalized to the case of the additive Schwarz domain decomposition
method with a coarse global space.

6. Numerical experiments. We only present a few numerical examples in or-
der to complement results already available in the literature. In [1] results of numerical
experiments are presented which show that the method scales linearly in the number
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Fig. 6.1. Number of iterations of the preconditioned GMRES-method to reach a fixed error
tolerance for different lattice-structures labelled by the description (nx, ny , nz).

of balls in linear chains of same-sized balls in three dimensions. In [4] results that
show linear scaling are given for more general essentially one-dimensional structures,
but limited to two spatial dimensions. Numerical results of the domain decomposition
method applied to real molecules are presented in [19], more precisely treating alanine
chains and compounds of one to several hemoglobin units. Further [6] sheds light on
the difference in terms of the number of iterations between chain-like versus globular
biologically relevant molecules and the sensitivity with respect to the radii Ri.

Here we restrict to a few theoretical scenarios, i.e. we consider the center of the
spheres to lie on a regular unit lattice Ln, for n = (nx, ny, nz), defined by Ln =
[1, nx]× [1, ny]× [1, nz]∩N3. We take all radii the same and equal to 0.9 in order that
no inner holes appear in the structures and that there is significant overlap between
neighbouring balls. We consider three different cases:

• Case 1: nx, ny are fix and nz = n ∈ N is growing. This represents a lattice
that is growing in one direction.

• Case 2: nx is fix and ny = nz = n ∈ N is growing. This represents a lattice
that is growing in two directions.

• Case 3: nx = ny = nz = n ∈ N is growing. This represents a lattice that is
growing in all three directions.

Case 3 differs from the first two cases in the sense that for the global fatness indicator
dF we have, in the limit n→∞, dF ∼ n in former case, whereas for Case 1 and 2, dF
is unformly bounded (with respect to n), but depends on nx, ny and nx, respectively.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the number of iterations of GMRES preconditioned with the
Schwarz domain decomposition method (without coarse global space) to reach a given
and fixed error tolerance on the residuum. As predicted by the theory presented in
this paper, we have a bounded number of iterations in Case 1 and 2 (with dependency
on nx (and ny in case 2), while Case 3 shows a growing number of iterations that is
approximately linear in n.

7. Conclusion and outlook. In this paper we presented an analysis of the rate
of convergence of the overlapping Schwarz domain decomposition method applied to
the Poisson problem on a special family of domains, motivated by applications in im-
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plicit solvation models in computational chemistry. The analysis uses the framework
of subspace correction methods, in which the contraction number of the error propa-
gation operator (in the natural energy norm) can be expressed in only one stability
parameter, namely s0 appearing in Lemma 2.1. We investigate how this stability pa-
rameter depends on relevant geometric properties of the domains, such as the amount
of overlap between neighbouring balls and the exterior fatness of the domain. The
latter plays a key role in the analysis of a Poincaré inequality. To formalize the depen-
dence of the constants in the estimates on relevant geometric properties we introduced
local geometry indicators, cf. (3.8), and a global geometry indicator dF (3.12). In view
of our applications it is reasonable to assume that the local indicators are uniformly
(in the number of subdomains) bounded. We derive bounds for the stability param-
eter s0 as presented in the main theorem 4.8. The results of this theorem show that
the rate of convergence of the overlapping Schwarz domain decomposition method can
deteriorate in situations with very large dF values and remains constant for (possibly
complex and non-trivial) geometrical structures where dF remains constant, which
is the case in the majority of cases when dealing with biochemical molecules. This
result provides therefore a theoretical justification of the performance of the solvers
observed in implicit solvation models. In cases where dF is large, the efficiency of the
method can be significantly improved by using an additional coarse global space, as
explained in section 5. Including such a space results in a uniform bound for s0 that
in particular does not depend on dF , cf. Theorem 5.3.

In this paper we restricted the analysis to the case with exact subspace solvers,
both for the local Poisson problems in H1

0 (Ωi) and the Poisson problem in the coarse
global space V0. In future work we want to study the effect of inexact solvers by means
of a local discretization error. In recent years the method without the coarse global
space has been used for the efficient simulation of many complex applications in the
field of implicit solvation models. So far we did not perform a systematic numerical
study of the method with the coarse global space. We plan to do this in the near
future.

8. Appendix. In this appendix we give a proof of Lemma 3.2 and a derivation
of the result stated in Remark 3.4.

8.1. Proof of Lemma 3.2. Proof. Define α = π
2−β∞, where β∞ is the minimal

angle constant of Assumption (A4), and

ε := Rmin(1− sin(α)).

We introduce the splitting of Ωb into

Ωε = {x ∈ Ωb | δ(x) < ε}, Ωc
ε = {x ∈ Ωb | δ(x) ≥ ε}.

First, for x ∈ Ωc
ε we have δ(x)

dist(x,∂ΩM )
≥ ε

2Rmax
. Hence,

δ(x) ≥ Rmin(1− sin(α))

2Rmax
dist(x, ∂ΩM ) for all x ∈ Ωc

ε. (8.1)

Second, we consider x ∈ Ωε. We start with some preliminary consideration. We

denote by ^(v, w) := arccos
(

v·w
‖v‖‖w‖

)
the angle between two vectors v, w ∈ R3. The

circular cone with apex y ∈ R3, axis w ∈ R3 and aperture 2α is denoted by

Ky(w,α) =
{
z = y + v ∈ R3 | v ∈ R3,^(w, v) ≤ α

}
.
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Let y = p(x) ∈ ∂ΩM denote one of the closest points on ∂ΩM . Following the notation
introduced in [9], let i = I(y) = {i1, . . . , ir} be the maximal set of indices such that
y ∈ ⋂i∈I(y) ∂Ωi.

If i = I(y) = {i1}, i.e., if y is contained on a spherical patch and only belonging
to one sphere, then there trivially holds

δ(x) ≥ δi1(x) = ‖x− p(x)‖ = dist(x, ∂ΩM ). (8.2)

Otherwise, define mi = {mi1 , . . . ,mir}, i.e., the set of the centers of all spheres
that contain y, and introduce the generalized cone

coney(mi) :=

{
w = y +

r∑
t=1

λtvt

∣∣∣∣∣ 0 ≤ λt
}
, vt :=

mit − y
‖mit − y‖

.

Then, following [9][Theorem 2.6], there holds that x ∈ coney(mi). We now show that
we can cover coney(mi) with r circular cones with equal aperture. Indeed, considering
the vector −n(y) from Assumption (A4) we have

−n(y) · vt > γ∞α = cos(π2 − β∞) = cos(α), ∀t = 1, . . . , r.

Elementary geometrical considerations then yield that we can cover coney(mi) with
circular cones Ky(vt, α), t = 1, . . . , r, of angle α, i.e.,

coney(mi) ⊂
r⋃
t=1

Ky(vt, α),

see Figure 8.1 (right) for an elementary illustration. Thus there exists a j = is, such
that x ∈ Ky(vs, α) holds. Then, choose the maximal radius Rj,α = Rj sin(α) > 0 such
that B(mj ;Rj,α) is entirely contained in the circular cone Ky(vs, α); see Figure 8.1
for a graphical illustration of the geometric situation. Lemma 8.1 (below) then states
that

δj(z) ≥ cαdist(z, y), ∀z ∈ Ky(vj , α) ∩
(
B(mj ;Rj) \B(mj ;Rj,α)

)
, (8.3)

for the constant cα = cos(α)
2 > 0. Due to x ∈ Ωε we have δj(x) ≤ δ(x) < ε, and thus

Rj − ‖x−mj‖ < ε = Rmin(1− sin(α)) ≤ Rj(1− sin(α)),

which implies ‖x−mj‖ > Rj sin(α) = Rj,α. From this we conclude

x ∈ Ky(vj , α) ∩
(
B(mj ;Rj) \B(mj ;Rj,α)

)
.

In consequence, equation (8.3) yields that

cos(α)
2 dist(x, ∂ΩM ) = cos(α)

2 dist(x, y) ≤ δj(x) ≤ δ(x).

Finally, define (cf. (8.1), (8.2))

γb = min
{

1, Rmin(1−sin(α))
2Rmax

, cos(α)
2

}
, (8.4)

and we obtain δ(x) ≥ γbdist(x, ∂ΩM ).
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<latexit sha1_base64="qjGpOue8Xv9i/GJzRWsXIiP0AmU=">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</latexit>

@⌦2
<latexit sha1_base64="Praiq5Ge1vPHWX/bykapXMFUWlU=">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</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="s7U9ReVb7fsWpNOrmya4ncQvVl0=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="ugVkcsdC5hQqrXRyem9m0MXx/SU=">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</latexit>

i = I(y) = {1, 2}
<latexit sha1_base64="VkW308ibHNhItZLMdIMANACNJIM=">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</latexit>

coney(mi)

<latexit sha1_base64="9wgSToZaDo50pDrnC/JiSjRAhBI=">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</latexit>

v2

<latexit sha1_base64="enEq3pO+Osnz9dzmo9P93TOBM7A=">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</latexit>

v1

<latexit sha1_base64="XXnymonSP/yDC+BHUDnfDhT4gig=">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</latexit>

Ky(v2,↵)

<latexit sha1_base64="hkmIk3yuwnUHzWE7RR8a5kGoFYw=">AAADIXicdVLLbhMxFHWGVxleaVl2Y5EiFSmKZlJok10lJEBiU6SmrdQZRR7PncSq7RnZnrSRNQu+hQVb+Ax2iB3iH/gGPJNQmgJXsnR8z/G599pOCs60CYLvLe/GzVu376zd9e/df/DwUXt940jnpaIwojnP1UlCNHAmYWSY4XBSKCAi4XCcnL2s+eMZKM1yeWjmBcSCTCTLGCXGpcbtzS0/SngJ/tvxfHs2tv2qGxFeTMkzf2vc7gS9oAkc9Ib9MHgROrCzOwj2hjhcUh20jIPxeutnlOa0FCAN5UTr0zAoTGyJMoxyqPyo1FAQekYmcOqgJAJ0bJspKvzUZVKc5cotaXCTvXrCEqH1XCROKYiZ6utcnfwnl4huY9a9WFRabcNkg9gyWZQGJF10kZUcmxzX94VTpoAaPneAUMXcIJhOiSLUuFv1V6w0JRzS2E6Bz8C4MgoknNNcCCLTKCOC8XkKGSm5sZHOlrDCKyaHYWzr+etmnP0fA+vs0spGzQy2xtUqXT/jJd9s/hK4GlcU9e6aZKIA5KXkVa5Am9dNzjXjRwYuzDlLzRTvDN3L+u6H/P4G+P/gqN8Ln/eG7/qd/cHyr6yhTfQEbaMQ7aF99AYdoBGi6D36iD6hz94H74v31fu2kHqt5ZnHaCW8H78AK5UHDQ==</latexit>

Ky(v1,↵)

<latexit sha1_base64="aVr5x6g8ZGqZ4KruA5adyybhYSw=">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</latexit>

mi1

<latexit sha1_base64="lMoRpKnF6U7chScTD1L8LECngXU=">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</latexit>

mi2

<latexit sha1_base64="2nhuWfwiLKhDBiLjzjr7l3dxF30=">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</latexit>

Fig. 8.1. Illustration on choosing the maximal radius Ri,α (left) and how to cover coney(mi)
with circular cones Ky(vt, α) (right).

Lemma 8.1. For y ∈ ∂Ωi define vi := mi−y
‖mi−y‖ . For given 0 < α < π

2 , consider the

circular cone Ky(vi, α) and let Ri,α > 0 be the minimal radius such that B(mi;Ri,α)
intersects the boundary ∂Ky(vi, α), i.e. the maximal radius such that B(mi;Ri,α)
is contained in the circular cone Ky(vi, α). Then, the maximal value is given by
Ri,α = Ri sin(α) and the following holds:

δi(x) ≥ cαdist(x, y), ∀x ∈ Ky(vi, α) ∩
(
B(mi;Ri) \B(mi;Ri,α)

)
, (8.5)

where cα = cos(α)
2 .

Proof. We consider any point x ∈ P = Ky(vi, α) ∩
(
B(mi;Ri) \ B(mi;Ri,α)

)
.

Consider now all points in P lying on the circle with radius Ri − δi(x):

Γ(x) = {z ∈ P | δi(z) = δi(x)},
and introduce di(x) = maxz∈Γ(x) dist(z, y) such that δi(x) ≤ dist(x, y) ≤ di(x), and

thus dist(x,y)
δi(x) ≤ di(x)

δi(x) . Applying the cosine rule yields (Ri − δi(x))2 = di(x)2 + R2
i −

2di(x)Ri cos(α), which is equivalent to

di(x)

δi(x)
=

(2Ri − δi(x))

(2Ri cos(α)− di(x))
.

Introducing a = di(x)
δi(x) and b = Ri

δi(x) yields a = 2b−1
2b cos(α)−a , and since di(x) ≤ di =

Ri cos(α), we conclude that there must hold a ≤ b cos(α) and thus 2b cos(α) − a ≥
b cos(α). Hence, a ≤ 2b−1

b cos(α) ≤ 2
cos(α) .

8.2. Derivation of result in Remark 3.4. We consider the case of two over-
lapping balls , Ω2 = Ω1 ∩ Ω2, with Ω1 = B

(
(−1, 0, 0); 2

)
, Ω2 = B

(
(1, 0, 0); 2

)
as in Remark 3.4. The intersection of ∂Ω2 with Ω1 ∩ Ω2 is given by the circle
S =

{
(0, x2, x3)

∣∣ x2
2 + x2

3 = 3
}

. We analyze the smoothness of θ1 (close to S). Ele-
mentary computation yields

∇θ1 =
δ2∇δ1 − δ1∇δ2

δ2
, ∇θ1 · ∇θ1 =

δ2
1 + δ2

2 − 2δ1δ2∇δ1 · ∇δ2
δ4

.

On the subdomain V :=
{
x ∈ Ω1 ∩ Ω2

∣∣ |x1| ≤ 1
2 , 1 ≤ x2

2 + x2
3 ≤ 3

}
we have |∇δ1 ·

∇δ2| ≤ 3
4 . Hence,

(∇θ1 · ∇θ1)|V ≥
δ2
1 + δ2

2 − 1 1
2δ1δ2

δ4
≥ 1

4

δ2
1 + δ2

2

δ4
≥ 1

8

1

δ2
.
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Take p on the intersection circle S and define the triangle Tp with the vertices p,
(−1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0). For all x ∈ Tp we have δ2(x) ≤ δ1(x), hence δ(x) ≤ 2δ1(x).
Furthermore, there exists a constant c such that δ1(x) ≤ c‖x− p‖ for all x ∈ Tp ∩ V .
The spherical sector obtained by rotating Tp along p ∈ S can be parametrized by
coordinates (s, ρ, θ), with s ∈ [0, 2

√
3π] the arclength parameter on S and (ρ, θ) polar

coordinates in the triangle Tp at p = s, with origin at p. Integration over a part
TS := { (s, ρ, θ) | ρ ≤ ρ0 } of this spherical sector, with ρ0 > 0 sufficiently small, yields

∫
TS

|∇θ1|2 dx ≥
1

16

∫
TS

δ−2
1 dx ≥ c̃

∫ 2
√

3π

0

∫ 1
6π

0

∫ ρ0

0

1

ρ2
ρ dρ dθ ds =∞.
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